FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CHEMEON confirms that all QPD/QPL Mil-Spec product certifications for CHEMEON's products remain intact through recent company name change

Minden, NV. – On August 12, 2015 CHEMEON Surface Technology, LLC (formerly Metalast) is authorized to transact business in its name with all commercial and government entities, to include the United States Government, from and after March 12, 2015.

CHEMEON Surface Technology proprietary chemistry is specified for a number of applications from commercial to government entities. The following information is provided to the marketplace to help facilitate the change of Company’s name and mark, and to request proper use of the new name and mark to prevent confusion and maintain historical accuracy.

The Company, previously known as Metalast Surface Technology, LLC (which acquired all assets of Metalast International, LLC), officially changed its name to CHEMEON Surface Technology, LLC, in March 2015. The esteemed law firm of Holland and Hart LLP has certified that: “CHEMEON is authorized to transact business in its name with all commercial and government entities, to include the United States Government, from and after March 12, 2015.”

All QPD/QPL Mil-Spec product certifications for CHEMEON’s products remain intact and in force in all respects (chemical composition, formulation, manufacturing plants, quality control, etc.), and these products remain available for purchase via their corresponding National Stock Numbers (NSN).

Similarly, by June 9, 2015, CHEMEON also changed its word mark prefacing its exclusive and proprietary blend of chemistries, technical services, R&D, and training classes to “CHEMEON” from its former mark, “Metalast.” CHEMEON retains its original US Government CAGE Code (71D40) and DUNs Code (079199866).

For CHEMEON’s prime contractors, military partners, and others that need further documentation of the Company’s product name changes in order to amend specifications to reflect the CHEMEON name and mark, you are invited to provide us with an “amendment letter” that memorializes the name changes and warrants the product’s Mil-Spec, QPD/QPL approval status.

As a result, CHEMEON™ products and services should be identified as such – that is, CHEMEON products and services -- rather than referring to them as “Metalast” products or services. In the interest of preventing confusion and providing historical accuracy:

-- CHEMEON will, at least for now, most prominently mark its products and services with the CHEMEON name and mark along with historical clarification that the company or mark, as applicable, was “formerly Metalast”; and
-- **CHEMEON** asks that its distributors, customers, and users use our new labeling and identifications of our products and services as provided by **CHEMEON**.

**ABOUT CHEMEON Surface Technology**

**CHEMEON Surface Technology** is the only Woman Owned Small Business in the world that is licensed by the US Navy to manufacture and provide MIL-SPEC QPD/QPL Hex Free/Trivalent Chromate Conversion Technology. **CHEMEON**’s patented and proprietary chemistries are internationally recognized for providing environmentally responsible hard material, surface engineering treatments and solutions.

**CHEMEON** is not associated with David Semas, the owner of certain federal registrations in the Metalast mark.

Learn more at: [www.chemeon.com](http://www.chemeon.com)
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For more information about **CHEMEON**, visit [www.chemeon.com](http://www.chemeon.com) or call +1 775.782.8324.
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